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Abstract

IMPROVING STUDENT ART VOCABULARY RETENTION
By Michelle B. McKenna, Master of Art Education
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Art
Education at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2006

Major Director: Dr. Pamela G. Taylor
Associate Professor, Department of Art Education

The purpose of this investigation was to research vocabulary strategies that could help
improve student art vocabulary retention. The subjects were five intact 3rd grade classes at
a culturally diverse elementary school outside of Washington, DC. The vocabulary
strategies, concept wheel and semantic mapping, were modified and incorporated into a
string printmaking unit for two of the five classes. The remaining three classes were taught
the same printmaking unit, with the exclusion of the modified vocabulary activities. The
results of a labeling assessment given to each class on three separate occasions indicate
that the incorporation of vocabulary activities does help students retain art vocabulary.

vi

vii
Possible modifications of multiple proven vocabulary strategies for use in an art classroom
setting are discussed.

Review of Literature

This is my fourth year of teaching art at Parklawn Elementary in Alexandria, Virginia, a
school of approximately 608 students grades K-5 that come from 36 different countries and
speak 34 different languages. Almost half of our student population is learning English as a
second language and over 60% of our students come from low-income families. We are a
Title One school, meaning we are considered a school in need, and receive federal funding
to provide extra resources to our students.

Improving student reading achievement is a top priority at Parklawn Elementary School.
Study groups discuss how to enhance student reading skills. Workshops inform teachers
how to help students become better readers. Available funding sends teachers to reading
conferences. Often as the art teacher, I wonder how my art curriculum fits into my school’s
focused goal of creating better readers. Reading is a very minimal component of my art
curriculum and Program of Study (POS). I ask myself, “How can I demonstrate that my
art curriculum is an important part of our school’s focus and mission to produce strong and
successful readers?”

1

2
Vocabulary is an important part of reading instruction. Much research has been published
stating the necessity of teaching children to become successful readers and the importance
of vocabulary development in accomplishing this goal (Ediger, 2002; Foil & Alber, 2002;
Greenwood, 2002; Lubliner, 2005; McKeown & Beck, 2004; Rosenbaum, 2001; Rupley,
Logan, and Nichols, 1998). In my art POS there are limited opportunities for the students
to practice or improve their reading skills. While reading is not much of a component of
my art curriculum, vocabulary is extremely important. There are many art vocabulary
words that my students need to learn in order to produce, evaluate, and critique artwork. I
have been frustrated in the past by how few of the art vocabulary words introduced in art
lessons and units my students are retaining. Perhaps if I can help strengthen my students’
vocabulary in art, I can better support my school’s mission of creating stronger readers
without compromising my art curriculum.

As I began my search into how vocabulary development can be reinforced in the art
classroom, I was disappointed by the lack of research I have been able to find within the art
education arena. Much of the research I have been able to locate discusses how to help
children verbalize their thoughts about art (Barrett, 1997; Ende-Saxe, 1990; Johnson, 1990;
Rourk, 2003).

In Talking about Student Art, Terry Barrett (1997) gives many examples of successful
critiques and offers suggestions and recommendations for more open ended questioning
strategies to encourage students to talk about their artwork. Barrett provides interesting
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scenarios that can be modified to give students opportunities to use their learned
vocabulary, but does not offer much advice towards increasing or reinforcing students’ art
vocabularies. Two scenarios from his book that could be modified to encourage
vocabulary use and growth are asking students to pretend they are radio announcers
critiquing a piece of artwork, and having students pretend that a piece of artwork they own
has been stolen and they must describe it to a police detective. These situations, if used in
the art classroom could become opportunities for students to reinforce their art vocabulary
knowledge and put it to use in a creative and interactive way.

In her article, “The Elementary Critique”, Ende-Saxe (1990) discusses the need for
critiques in the elementary art classroom and recommends ways to structure critiques for
different age and grade levels. She states:
Talking about why they enjoy a certain part of an artwork forces students to
examine their attraction. It also requires them to use their art vocabulary
(introduced at the beginning of the lesson) because they need precise words
to explain the artwork’s appeal. (p. 23)
It is important for students to develop a strong art vocabulary so they may verbally
communicate about their own or others’ art work. A critique is a practical example of when
art vocabulary can be used. I am more interested in locating proven vocabulary strategies
that can be modified to work within my art lessons to help improve my students’ art
vocabulary retention
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Art educator Margaret Johnson, (1990) does offer actual activities that can be used with
students to “develop and enhance aesthetic language in critical encounters in the art
classroom” (p.39). Some of her strategies include asking students to vote on appropriate
words to describe the artwork, using metaphors to describe artwork, writing new titles,
sentences, or creating original short stories for the artwork, and pretending to be the
subjects in figurative artwork. My favorite of her suggestions is one where younger
students are asked to pretend they have purchased a piece of artwork and are calling a
friend to describe the work to them. In my classroom, this strategy could be modified by
giving two or three students a list of art vocabulary terms to use in their discussion of the
artwork that has been purchased. This way the activity gives students a sense of literal
ownership about the work, provides them an opportunity to verbalize art vocabulary terms,
and encourages them to discuss the aesthetics of the artwork.

In an article written in collaboration with art teacher Susan Cooper, “Developing a System
for Assessing Written Art Criticism”, Johnson and Cooper (1994) provide a rubric they
created to help assess student written art criticism. They state that their rubric can aid
teachers in determining the effectiveness of art criticism within their art programs and in
evaluating the performance of particular instructional strategies in teaching art criticism.
Johnson and Cooper’s rubric scores descriptive items students include in their writing, and
interpretive ideas and evaluative responses that students make about a piece of artwork.
Values assigned to words or phrases in the written assessment are increased when the
words of phrases are “qualified” or supported. These assessment criteria demonstrate the
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importance of art vocabulary in art criticism. If students do not have a strong art
vocabulary they will not have the necessary means to write about and support their ideas.

I have been unable to find much information in the art education field concerning
successful vocabulary strategies, so I decided to broaden my search to other disciplines. It
appears that until recently, research on vocabulary instruction has taken a back seat in
other curricula areas as well (Rosenbaum, 2001; Rupley et al., 1998).

Researchers Scott, Jamieson-Noel, and Asselin (2003) conducted a descriptive
observational study to examine the frequency and effectiveness of vocabulary instruction
in 23 upper-elementary classrooms in Canada. They found that only 6% of the school day
is spent on vocabulary development. Most often vocabulary instruction occurs during the
language arts block. Vocabulary instruction in all other discipline areas—math, science,
social studies, art—totaled only 1.4% of the 6% of the school day spent on vocabulary.
Scott et al. (2003) found in their own review of literature minimal information concerning
the time and type of support for vocabulary development in schools. They state:
Of the researchers sited above, only Durkin (1978-79) examined
vocabulary instruction beyond reading lessons, and her study does not
reflect current instructional practices of integrated curriculum and thematic
units. A broader net needs to be cast to examine vocabulary development
and instruction throughout the school day (p. 271).
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It seems that more researchers are beginning to see the importance of and show support for
vocabulary instruction across many disciplines.

Bromley, (2003) supports this idea in her article, “Round-the-Clock Vocabulary” where
she suggests a variety of ways for teachers to incorporate vocabulary instruction
throughout the school day instead of just during the language arts block. Ediger (2002)
presents a similar argument and writes, “A person can communicate more accurately by
possessing a rich vocabulary be it in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Then too,
pupils need a well developed vocabulary which is integrated across the entire curriculum”
(p. 3). She states that each discipline has its own unique vocabulary and discusses ways to
develop vocabulary in the core curricula of language arts, social studies, science, and
mathematics. There is no mention of the art curriculum in Ediger’s paper, but I found it
interesting that her discussion concerning the development of mathematics vocabulary fit
best with the art curriculum. She states that mathematics vocabulary is generally developed
within the subject matter being discussed. Isn’t this the way we teach art? We introduce
concepts of color or composition and in the process introduce vocabulary terms like
primary colors, warm colors, positive space, or negative space. The concepts, as opposed
to word definitions, appear to be the most important part of both math and art curricula.
The two disciplines share many of the same concepts such as symmetry, pattern, scale, and
proportion, but in art the concepts relate to space while in math, they relate to quantity.
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Rekurt (1996) takes a comparable stance in her article, “Effective Vocabulary Instruction”
and writes, “Vocabulary is especially important in content areas since it constitutes both
information students should know and words they need to function within the subject” (p.
66). For students to discuss and understand important historical accomplishments or
scientific processes, they need the correct vocabulary. Again, the same can be said about
art. Students need to have a strong grasp of art vocabulary to discuss their own and others’
artwork and art processes.

With such a small part of the average school day, 1.4%, focused on vocabulary instruction
in disciplines other than language arts, it seems extremely important that something be
done to improve this. Vocabulary words, their meaning and usage, are such an important
part of learning and communicating. Reading comprehension is greatly influenced by a
students’ ability to relate new vocabulary words to known concepts (Foil & Alber, 2002).

In their article, “Teaching Vocabulary to Communicate Mathematically”, Gay and White
(2002) discuss the importance of middle school students' ability to communicate about
mathematics and introduce modified vocabulary strategies to help improve students’
mathematics vocabulary. They state, “One essential aspect of such communication is the
understanding and use of mathematical language, that is the vocabulary and expressions
that are unique to mathematical content” (p. 33). This article seemed to be most compatible
with my art curriculum and research. Every discipline has its own unique vocabulary,
including art. I find that many of my elementary art students do not retain the art
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vocabulary and terminology discussed in class. They have a grasp of the concepts, but lack
the correct vocabulary when discussing art. How can I help improve my students’
vocabulary retention in the art classroom?

Vocabulary Strategies
In researching classroom-tested vocabulary development techniques commonly used in
other disciplines, I hope to come up with some strategies that can be modified to fit into
my art curriculum. One activity I found that encourages participation throughout the entire
school was a “Word of the Week” (“Put a little WOW in students’ vocabulary,” 2003;
Schreiber, 1996). Washington Elementary in Bloomington, Illinois and Eagle Canyon
Elementary in Chino Hills, California announce a new word each week over the morning
announcements. This strategy could be altered to introducing a new vocabulary word each
month or grading quarter in my art classroom, instead of weekly. I see my students on
either a weekly or bi-weekly basis, and the introduction of one word a week would not
allow me enough time to explore the new vocabulary word or its meaning or even give
every student the exposure to each word. Introducing one new word over a longer period of
time would better accommodate my art class schedule. Art activities or artists that
exemplify the chosen vocabulary word could be highlighted throughout the allotted time
period as reinforcement and the students could be given multiple exposures to the new
word to help with retention.
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While researching vocabulary development techniques that have proven to be effective in
reading programs, I came across a few strategies recommended by multiple researchers.
One such strategy is a concept wheel or circle. This is a graphic organizer that allows
students to build upon their background knowledge of a subject and visualize connections
between previous knowledge and a new word. Concept wheels also invite discussion and
brainstorming by asking groups to match a vocabulary word with known concepts (Gay &
White, 2002; Rupley et al., 1998; Smith, 2003). To use this strategy a circle is drawn and
divided into four equal sections. A new vocabulary word is placed into one of the four
sections. Next students brainstorm words that spring to mind when they hear the new
vocabulary term. After a list of related words has been generated, students learn the correct
definition and context of the vocabulary word and are instructed to choose three words
from their brainstorming list that will help them remember the targeted word. These three
chosen words are then filled into the remaining spaces of the wheel. I could see this
strategy working well with younger students when introducing vocabulary terms like
architecture, sculpture, or textiles to help them remember the definitions of these larger,
unfamiliar words.

Webbing is another technique I came across, where words are placed in circles and the
circles are connected to each other by lines. The new vocabulary word is visually linked
with other known words or concepts. Webbing can illustrate what students already know
about a topic or concept and can help students see the relationship between previous
experiences and new words and concepts (Burnaford, Aprill, & Weiss, 2001; Greenwood,
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2002; Rupley et al., 1998; Smith, 2003). The web can be started with an empty center to be
filled in at the conclusion of a discussion, or dialogue can be ignited by the vocabulary
word in the center of the web and the outer circles filled in as the discussion progresses.
This strategy seems best suited as a teacher-led group activity because it is crucial that
dialogue occur and that the words are used in the appropriate contexts.

Semantic mapping and semantic feature analyses are two comparable techniques that have
proven to be successful at actively involving students in vocabulary development (Foil &
Alber, 2002; Greenwood, 2002; Harley, Howard, & Roberge, 1996; Johnson, Pittelman, &
Heimlich, 1986; Johnson & Steele, 1996; Morin & Goebel, Jr., 2001; Rekurt, 1996; Rupley
et al., 1998; Stahl & Stahl, 2004). These strategies also help to categorize information in a
visual way and point out specific relationships among concepts.

In a semantic word map, similar to webbing, a new vocabulary term is placed in the center
of the board, chart, or overhead transparency. Around the central word, students
brainstorm other words related to the topic. As lists of words are being created, students
are asked to divide these words into categories on their own. Once finished, students may
share their lists in small groups or orally with the class and add their words to categories on
the class chart. This activity involves the entire class, but allows students to come up with
answers individually or in small groups, and then gives students opportunities to contribute
to the larger group. As the discussion ensues, categories are formed and expanded upon.
This strategy has proven successful with many types of learners including learning
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disabled, remedial level readers, and students learning English as a second language
(Johnson et al., 1986; Johnson & Steele, 1996). Similar populations are found at Parklawn
Elementary. Semantic mapping is a visual activity that illustrates connections between
words and concepts which can have an important place in a visual subject such as art. I can
envision this activity working well with larger art concepts and terminology like sculpture,
three-dimensionality, or texture.

Semantic feature analysis also provides students opportunities to categorize words and
concepts, but does so in a matrix format. It works best with words that possess common
features. Words that students may already be familiar with are written down the side of a
chart. Next, features or characteristics of these words are brainstormed and listed across the
top of the chart, creating a matrix. Students can then fill in the matrix using pluses (+) and
minuses (-), signifying presence or absence (Rekurt, 1996; Rupley et al., 1998). I can
foresee using this strategy while studying art history. Names of artists that students have
been studying could be listed vertically down the chart and artistic styles or movements in
art could be listed horizontally across the top. Then students can show the artists’
participation in the movements or styles using the (+) and (-) symbols and visualize the
differences and similarities between artists and artistic styles, along with providing
examples. One element that both semantic mapping and semantic feature analysis offer,
which differentiates them from the other vocabulary strategies, is the categorization factor.
Semantic mapping and semantic feature analysis aid students in seeing the similarities and
differences between words and concepts and categorizing them.
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Jiganti and Tindall (1986) argue that interactive approaches using categorization and
drama help students learn vocabulary better. In their article, “An Interactive Approach to
Teaching Vocabulary”, they suggest a categorization activity where multiple target or
vocabulary words are placed on a piece of paper along with related words. Students are
asked to sort the words into categories with a target word at the top of each one.
Afterwards, students could discuss in small groups how they came up with their categories.
This strategy allows students to interact with others, assess themselves, defend their
choices, and is very similar to the semantic feature analysis technique.

Drama can also be used to reinforce vocabulary by having students act out specific words
or topics (Jiganti & Tindall, 1986; Foil & Alber, 2002). One activity Jiganti and Tindall
introduce involves hinting. In this activity, students hint at a word and other students try to
guess what word is being implied. Hinting can be verbal or acted out. This would be a
wonderful strategy for kinesthetic learners. Having students act out words requires their
understanding of the word and reinforces its definition.

The above strategies have proven useful with language arts content as pre-writing or prereading activities (Johnson et al., 1986; Rupley et al., 1998), but, as stated previously, I
have been able to locate few instances of them being used in an art instruction
environment. I can foresee some of these techniques, once modified to fit an art classroom
setting, reinforcing and improving students’ art vocabulary retention.
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Things to Consider
One important aspect that needs to be considered when incorporating these strategies into
my art curriculum is the time-cost relationship. I meet with each first through third grade
class once a week and meet bi-weekly with students in kindergarten, fourth, and fifth
grades. A vocabulary activity that consumes over half of the class period will disrupt the
teaching of my curriculum and POS, which is primarily focused on the creation and
exploration of art. I am in need of vocabulary activities that are quick, yet effective. Once
modified, I would like to use these strategies as introduction or closure activities for art
lessons. Students can explore the topic of sculpture using a concept wheel before creating
one, or act out the term balance, in regard to a piece of artwork.

I am also interested in modifying these strategies so students may work independently or in
small groups after they have finished the creation or exploration process. Perhaps students
could complete a semantic map on painting styles after a unit of study or weaving
techniques after the completion of a tapestry. Assessment activities that include vocabulary
instruction and reinforcement would be an ideal addition to art lessons.

As Greenwood (2002) states, “Vocabulary instruction…should help students make the
connections between unknown words and the knowledge they already possess” (p. 259).
Ediger (2002) argues that a variety of learning opportunities need to be offered for students
to be most successful in vocabulary development. Such activities should be engaging for
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the students, encourage student interest in instructional objectives and learning motivation,
help students become lifelong learners, and provide for multiple learning styles and
intelligences. Studying vocabulary in art class and using vocabulary development
strategies in non-content area disciplines, should help emphasize to students and other
educators the importance of vocabulary instruction across the entire curriculum.

In a study conducted by Burton, Horowitz, and Abeles (2000), they state, “. . . our data
gives us grounds to speculate that learning in the arts and in other subjects consists of a
dialectic involving the cumulative effects of participating disciplines” (p. 253). They
discuss the proven importance of art education and the idea of transfer from the arts to
other discipline areas. They also encourage taking that idea and having it work in both
directions—from the arts to other subjects and from other subjects back to the arts. The
arts have been proven to help students perform better in other disciplines. Why not take
successful items from those other disciplines—like proven vocabulary strategies—to help
students improve their art vocabulary retention? Burton et al. (2000) caution, “teaching that
assumes transfer—along a one-way street—denies to arts learning a measure of dynamic
interaction back-and-forth—along a two-way street—that might add richness to
youngsters’ competencies and skills” (p. 254).

As stated earlier, vocabulary is an integral part of reading. If I can encourage and reinforce
vocabulary instruction within my art curriculum, I hope it will help to demonstrate how art
is as integral a part of student learning as language arts, science, social studies, or
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mathematics. In turn, I hope to contribute to my school’s goal of improving reading
comprehension and producing stronger readers. Most importantly, I am looking to improve
my students’ retention of art vocabulary so less of our class time is needed to reteach
forgotten concepts and terminology, and more can be devoted to art creation and
exploration.

I am interested in taking proven vocabulary strategies that are used in other discipline areas
and modifying them to use in my art lessons. My goal is that the incorporation of these
strategies, which students may have encountered in other discipline areas, will help to
improve my students’ art vocabulary retention without sacrificing too much of our
restricted class time. Because I teach art to 17-18 classes of students spanning six different
grade levels each week, modifying and employing vocabulary strategies and tracking the
implications of their use in each class would be overwhelming. Instead, I have focused my
research on the ramifications of using two modified vocabulary strategies within a third
grade printmaking unit.

Methodology
Many of my students are not retaining the art vocabulary introduced during lessons
and units. If I ask a class of students to explain to me what a landscape is, few students can
provide the answer. Many of them are unable to give me a definition of the word
landscape. If I show them two or three visual images, one of which is a landscape, almost
all of them can correctly identify the landscape. This suggests to me that they know the
concept or meaning of a landscape, but are unable to verbalize or remember the
terminology and definition. This is a trend that seems to occur across grade levels and,
after speaking to other teachers in my school, across discipline areas. As a teacher, I
become very frustrated when my students are unable to retain the art vocabulary taught to
them. My curriculum is built upon the expansion of prior knowledge and the exploration of
new ideas. When my students are not retaining the information we learned last month or
last year, it is difficult to build upon a foundation that is lacking or instable. Therefore, I
am in search of ways to help my students retain, and thus increase, their art vocabulary
knowledge.

I decided to focus my research on five intact third grade classes that each come to me for
art instruction one hour every week. The purpose of this research was to see if the
incorporation of proven vocabulary strategies, traditionally used in language arts
16
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curriculum, into the lessons of a printmaking unit would improve my third grade students’
retention of newly introduced art vocabulary words. I chose two classroom-tested
vocabulary strategies to modify—concept circles and semantic mapping—and created
vocabulary flash cards to use with two of the five third grade classes. The three remaining
third grade classes were taught the traditional string printmaking unit, including the
creation of a string printing plate and the printing of an edition of that plate, and were not
given the modified vocabulary activities or flash cards. All five of the third grade classes
received the same art instruction in creating and printing the string printing plates. The
inclusion of the vocabulary pieces was the only difference in the instruction of the lessons
throughout the unit.

In order to gauge if the use of the vocabulary activities and flash cards improved my third
grade students’ art vocabulary retention, all five classes were given a printmaking
vocabulary assessment. The assessment was given to each class on three separate
occasions. The first time, it was given to my students before the printmaking unit began as
a pretest. The information from this assessment showed me what the students previously
knew about printmaking. At the conclusion of the unit the assessment was given a second
time as the first post-test. This second assessment provided data as to which vocabulary
terms the students learned throughout the unit. The third and final assessment, referred to
as a second post-test, given five weeks after the completion of the unit, demonstrated how
much of the art vocabulary the students retained. I think that the inclusion of vocabulary
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activities into my art lessons will help my students to better retain the art vocabulary
presented.

The printmaking assessment was a labeling activity with six questions. The students were
asked to label pictures of printmaking tools and items: a brayer; ink; relief or string
printing plate; relief print; registration paper; and an edition of prints (see Figure 1). The
pictures were taken with a digital camera and were identical to the ones the students would
see and use throughout the unit, with the exception that the images were reproduced in
black and white. Students were informed that spelling would not be graded and were asked
to try their best in sounding out words they may be unsure of. Despite all of the testing
that occurs in schools today, my students are unfamiliar with assessments of this format in
art class. They were extremely concerned about how their performance on this labeling
activity would affect their art grades. It was explained to the students that the assessments
were given to them as a way for me, the teacher, to evaluate myself and how well I was
teaching the art lessons. They were reassured that their art grades would come from their
effort and achievement in the printmaking unit. There was no mention of information or
data from these assessments being used for research purposes or as part of a graduate
project.

The printmaking unit took approximately four one-hour class periods to complete. The unit
began with a review of printmaking and an introduction to string printing. Then a
demonstration was provided and students were instructed to create a relief string printing
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Figure 1: Printmaking Assessment

20
plate. First each student drew an expressive self-portrait on an 8 inch by 10 inch piece of
cardboard. Next string was glued on top of the lines of their drawings to create a raised or
relief surface. After the glue had fully dried, a demonstration was given on how to
correctly use the printmaking tools and print three copies of the relief string printing plate.
Each student then printed a copy of their relief plate on three nine inch by twelve inch
pieces of construction paper, the first print being their artist’s proof and the next two
making up their edition of two prints. Finally the prints were numbered and signed.

The students of this study were my five intact third grade art classes at Parklawn
Elementary. Three of the third grade art classes (Class A, Class B, and Class C) were
taught the string printing unit as described above. The two other classes (Class D and Class
E) were taught the string printing unit with the incorporation of the modified vocabulary
strategies and flash cards. The two classes to be given the additional vocabulary activities
were randomly chosen. Each group attended art class the same time every week for a sixtyminute period.

The two vocabulary strategies chosen to be modified and used with the printmaking unit
were the concept wheel and semantic mapping activities. Both of these strategies were
chosen because they could easily be incorporated as whole class activities at the
introduction or conclusion of lessons. The concept wheel was presented as part of the
introduction to printmaking during the first lesson of the unit. The semantic mapping
activity was given at the closure of the unit, after the edition of prints had been signed and
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labeled. The vocabulary flash cards were available to students as a review activity midway
through the printmaking unit.

Concept Wheel
At the beginning of the first class period and after the completion of the pretest, students in
Classes D and E were asked to gather on the carpet in front of my chalkboard. The word
printmaking was written on the board and a large wheel or circle that had been divided into
quarters was drawn beside the word. After I provided the students with a reminder of
printmaking projects they had completed in previous grades, I asked them to brainstorm a
list of words that came to mind when they heard the term printmaking. The words they
offered were listed on the chalkboard (see Figure 2).

Class D
string
copies
ink
cardboard
more than one
paper
brayer
rolling
----

Class E
copying
printing
cardboard
ink
replica
relief
3-D
string
collage
computer
colors
paper

Figure 2: Brainstormed list of words related to printmaking during concept wheel activity.
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After our list of words was produced, I introduced the concept wheel strategy. In the top
left quarter of the wheel, I wrote the word printmaking. Next I explained that the divided
circle is called a concept wheel and that it can be used to help students remember what
printmaking means by visually connecting words that the students already know to the new
vocabulary word. The students’ job was to choose three words, either from the list on the
board or from words they already know, that would best help them remember the
definition of the term printmaking. One of their three chosen words was to be written in
each of the empty quarters of the wheel. I emphasized to the class that it did not matter
which words their friend or neighbor chose because these words were supposed to be
meaningful to each individual and would help them to remember the vocabulary term.
Then I showed the class a worksheet of the concept wheel that had been drawn on the
board (see Figure 3). Each student was instructed to fill in their name and teacher code at
the top of the worksheet and then to copy the list of brainstormed words on the lines
provided. If a student came up with a new word to add to the list, they were asked to
include it on their own papers. When these steps were finished, students were asked to
complete their concept wheels by filling in their three chosen words. Then the worksheets
were turned in and students began to create their printing plate by sketching an expressive
self-portrait on the cardboard.
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Figure 3: Concept Wheel Worksheet.

Vocabulary Flash Cards
The vocabulary flash cards were introduced in the middle of the printmaking unit. They
were created to be used as a vocabulary review activity for students that came to a natural
stopping point within the structure of the lesson, such as waiting for the glue on a
completed printmaking plate to dry or after students finished printing their edition. Digital
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photographs of the printmaking materials and supplies were taken and used as the visual
images on one side of the flash cards. The reverse side of the card had the vocabulary term
of the image and its definition. Some of the photographs used on the flash cards were the
same ones used to create the printmaking assessment.

Working in small groups of two, three, or four children, the students were given the cards
to study. They were instructed to observe the image on one side of the card and then flip it
over to see the bolded vocabulary term and its definition on the back. Once all of the group
members had seen and studied the cards, the students quizzed each other by showing the
images and asking for the correct vocabulary word. The students appeared to really enjoy
using the flash cards. Many of the students chose to continue working with the vocabulary
cards instead of doing free-time activities such as drawing or weaving. It provided them an
opportunity to talk and interact with their classmates in a productive manner. Often in art
class, much of the work is done in isolation and students are discouraged from leaving
their assigned tables to chat with other students.

Semantic Mapping
The final vocabulary strategy used within the printmaking unit was semantic mapping.
This strategy was employed as a closure activity for the unit. Hung on the chalkboard was
a chart with the frame for a semantic map. In the center of the chart was an oval with the
word printmaking written inside. Spaced out around and connected to the center oval were
four smaller ovals, each with a different subcategory of printmaking written inside of it:
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printed edition; types of printmaking; tools for printmaking; printing plate. I explained to
the class that this was the beginning of a mapping activity and students would be working
together in small groups to complete a copy of the map at their tables. Each group of
students needed to assign the jobs of recorder, time keeper, reporter, and table captain to
one of its members. The recorder wrote the group’s answers on the handout provided. The
time keeper kept track of the time allotted for the completion of the activity. The reporter
shared his or her group’s answers with the class. The table captain kept all group members
on task. Each group had ten minutes to complete the semantic map by brainstorming words
related to the phrases written inside each of the colored ovals and drawing lines from their
listed words to the appropriate ovals.

To begin the activity, one of the students was asked to give an example of something
needed to create a printing plate. The student’s answer was written on the chart and
connected by a line to the printing plate oval. Another student was asked to provide the
name of a tool needed for printing. This answer was recorded on the chart and connected to
the tools for printing oval. One example for each of the remaining two subcategories was
provided and added to the chart. This gave each group a starting point. Then each group
was dismissed to their tables and given a handout on which to record their answers (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Semantic Mapping Activity

After students returned to their tables, they quickly chose who would take each job. If a
group only had three students, the reporter also handled the responsibility of the table
captain. Students appeared to enjoy the mapping activity. There was much dialogue on the
topic of printmaking and all of the students appeared to be actively engaged. At the end of
the ten minute time period, all of the student groups were asked to return to the carpet with
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their completed handout. Tackling the printmaking subgroups one at a time, recorders were
asked to share the words their group came up with on the handout. These additional words
were added to the chart on the board to complete a whole class map.

Within this mapping vocabulary activity students were given the opportunity to participate
in both small and large group settings. Every student was also given an active roll or job
within the process, encouraging in their engagement in the activity. The students seemed to
enjoy the mapping activity and many of them appeared to have had previous experience
with this strategy or one similar to it. It was unnecessary for me to give much direction as
to how to link new words to the correct subcategories or explain the meaning of the drawn
lines between words and ovals. These students appeared to know how to complete a word
map.

Data Analysis
My students have difficulty remembering art vocabulary words from one unit of study to
the next. I was not surprised to find that of the 100 students who took the printmaking
assessment the first time as a pretest to the string printing unit, only five students got any
of the answers correct. Each of these five students answered one of the six labeling
questions correctly. That translates into only five correct answers out of 600 total questions
asked. This supports my earlier statement that my students are not retaining the art
vocabulary or terminology they learn from year to year. I have been teaching at Parklawn
Elementary for the past three and a half years. The students that have been here with me
over that time period have completed a printmaking project every year and have been
exposed to such vocabulary words as ink, brayer, and printing plate. The three vocabulary
terms that they may not have had previous experience with are relief print, registration
paper, and edition.

One interesting thing that I observed is even though students could not provide the correct
vocabulary term for an object; they were able to provide a word which demonstrated the
use or purpose of that object. Instead of labeling the image of the brayer as such, a majority
of the students wrote roller, which is its function. The brayer is used to roll ink or paint
onto a surface. The same can be said about the image of the printing ink. Most students
28
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mistakenly labeled it paint. Ink and paint are both pigmented liquids and used for similar
purposes. Most students could not recall the phrase registration paper. In response to that
image some of the students described its function. One girl wrote, “something to make
your print in the center of your peic [sic] of paper”. This supports my theory that the
students are grasping the concepts presented in art lessons, but are not retaining the correct
vocabulary terminology. Most often the image of the registration paper was labeled place
mat. This could have occurred because in many of our art projects, students are given a
rectangular piece of paper to work on which we do call a place mat. A major difference
between the registration paper and the place mat is that registration paper is used to help an
artist line up or center the paper and printing plate, while a place mat in my art classroom,
is used to provide the students with a disposable work area and to keep the table surface
clean.

Students produced multiple answers for the images of the printing plate, relief print, and
edition of prints. Some common answers for the printing plate image were print, hair,
yarn, string, and picture. Some confusion may have been caused by the arrow pointing to
the image. The arrow was supposed to be pointing to the plate, but some students appear to
have misinterpreted it to be pointing to the figure’s hair or the string on the printing plate
instead.

The images of the printing plate and the relief print on the assessment looked very similar.
To help differentiate these two images, I included an inked brayer in the photograph of the
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printing plate and showed a mat surrounding the image of the relief print. It appears that
most students were unaware of these subtle hints. The two most common answers for the
image of the relief print were self-portrait and picture. Self-portrait could be considered a
correct answer because the image is a self-portrait of the artist, but it is not the vocabulary
term I was looking for on this printmaking assessment, so it was marked incorrect. Most
often the printing plate was incorrectly labeled print. Perhaps the students answered print
because the image showed a plate being inked which is part of the printing process. It is
also possible that the students confused the image of the printing plate with the relief print
itself.

The last image on the assessment included three relief prints in a row. The following
sentence was provided as a clue for the students, “All three together are called an
______________”. The correct answer for this image was edition. Few students answered
this question accurately. Of the 98 students who completed the assessment for the second
time in the form of the first post test, only 9 students labeled this image correctly. The third
and final time the assessment was given only 7 students came up with the right answer.
The most common answers for the edition were prints, copies, or the phrase A/P, 1/ 2, 2/2.
Again, the students appear to have grasped the idea of this image. The three relief prints
shown were all prints or copies of one another. I was pleased to see that some students
remembered the correct way to number these images, even if they couldn’t remember the
correct vocabulary word.
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Of the six images on the printmaking assessment, only the brayer and the ink were labeled
correctly over 50% of the time (see Table 1). The image of the brayer was correctly
identified by 87% of the third graders on the first post test. Five weeks later when the
assessment was given for the third and final time as a second post test, only 66% of the
third graders accurately labeled the image of the brayer. Seventy-nine percent of the
students provided the correct answer for the image of the ink on the first post test.

Table 1: Summary of Post Tests Results by Percentages

Post Test 1
Post Test 2

Brayer
87%
66%

Ink
79%
85%

Plate
22%
17%

Print
31%
35%

Registration
15%
10%

Edition
9%
7%

On the second post test, 85% of the students came up with the right answer. The image of
the printing plate was correctly identified by 22% of the third graders the second time the
assessment was given and by only 17% of the students the third time. The third graders did
a better job recalling the name of the relief print. This image was accurately labeled by
31% of the students on the first post test and 35% on the second post test. Students
appeared to have the most difficulty recalling the correct vocabulary terms for the images
of the registration paper and the edition of prints. Fifteen percent of the students positively
identified the registration paper on the first post test and only 10% were correct on the
second post test. The edition of prints was correctly identified by only 9% of the third
graders on the first post test and 7% on the second post test.
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Before my research was conducted I predicted that Classes D and E would score higher on
the second and third printmaking assessments due to the additional vocabulary activities
and extra time spent in art class on printmaking terminology. As stated earlier, none of the
five third grade classes fared well on the first printmaking assessment which was given as
a pretest to the string printing unit. Only two students in both Class A and Class B were
able to answer even one of the six questions on that assessment correctly. One student in
Class E accurately labeled one of the six images. None of the third graders in Class C or
Class D positively identified any of the images on the pretest (see Table 2).

Ninety-eight third graders completed the printmaking assessment the second time at the
conclusion of the string printing unit. Surprisingly, Class B, which was not given any
vocabulary activities to accompany the printmaking unit, scored the highest on this first
post test (see Table 3). Out of 126 total questions, Class B correctly answered 70. This
amounts to 56% of the images being accurately labeled by this group of third graders.
Classes D and E, which were given vocabulary activities and flash cards in addition to the
art creation process, answered the next highest number of questions correctly, scoring 48%
and 41% respectively. Classes A and C received the same art instruction as Class B, but
both groups did poorest on this assessment, labeling only 30% of the images correctly on
the first post test.

There are multiple possibilities as to why Class B, which did not participate in any
vocabulary activities during the printmaking unit, scored higher than either of the two
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Table 2: Results of First Printmaking Assessment

Pretest
student 1
student 2
student 3
student 4
student 5
student 6
student 7
student 8
student 9
student 10
student 11
student 12
student 13
student 14
student 15
student 16
student 17
student 18
student 19
student 20
student 21
student 22
Total Score
Total Possible Score
% of correct answers

Class A
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
---------

Class B
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Class C
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Class D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-----

Class E
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
120
2%

2
120
2%

0
126
0%

0
114
0%

1
120
1%

Note. Dashes indicate there are no students of that number in the class. 0 indicates student was
absent and did not participate in the assessment.
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Table 3: Results of Second Printmaking Assessment

Post-test 1
student 1
student 2
student 3
student 4
student 5
student 6
student 7
student 8
student 9
student 10
student 11
student 12
student 13
student 14
student 15
student 16
student 17
student 18
student 19
student 20
student 21
student 22
Total Score
Total Possible Score
% of correct answers

Class A
1
1
3
0
0
2
3
3
1
2
3
3
2
0
3
1
3
1
1
3
---------

Class B
4
5
3
4
4
4
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
4
2
2
0
2
4
2
5
4

Class C
1
2
1
0
2
0
1
3
1
3
2
0
4
3
2
4
1
1
2
2
3
1

Class D
0
0
4
3
3
0
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
4
5
0
2
3
-----

Class E
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
0
3
2
2
0
0
2
3
-----

36
120
30%

70
126
56%

39
132
30%

49
102
48%

44
108
41%

Note. Dashes indicate there are no students of that number in the class. 0 indicates student was
absent and did not participate in the assessment.
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classes which did have exposure to proven vocabulary strategies. The third graders in
Class B may be better test takers or perhaps they were paying more attention during the art
lessons than other classes. It is also possible that small groups of students in this class
shared some of their answers. In my classroom, students are placed at one of five tables. In
most cases there are four to five students seated at each table. When the assessments were
administered, students were instructed to do their own work and not discuss the questions
or answers. Being that the assessments were not given to students individually in isolated
settings, it is difficult to know if or which students may have shared answers or looked
onto others’ papers. To help increase validity, all of the third grade classes were given the
assessments in same setting. All assessments were provided in the art classroom during the
students’ weekly art classes. None of these third grader students are accustomed to taking
written tests in art class. Often the writing assignments presented in art class are small
group activities or cooperative learning tasks.

The printmaking assessment was given to the five third grade classes for the third and final
time five weeks after the students completed the first post test at the conclusion of the
string printing unit. On this last printmaking assessment, Class B again scored the most
correct answers (see Table 4). Class B correctly labeled 52 of the images and Class D,
which was given the vocabulary activities, was right behind them with 51 correct answers.
Due to the fact that not all of the third grade classes contained the same amount of students
and that some students were absent on one or more of the days the assessments were given,
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Table 4: Results of Third Printmaking Assessment

Post-test 2
student 1
student 2
student 3
student 4
student 5
student 6
student 7
student 8
student 9
student 10
student 11
student 12
student 13
student 14
student 15
student 16
student 17
student 18
student 19
student 20
student 21
student 22
Total Score
Total Possible Score
% of correct answers

Class A
2
1
0
1
2
2
3
4
2
2
3
1
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
4
---------

Class B
1
5
3
4
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
5
1
2
2
3
2
3
1
4
2

Class C
1
2
2
0
2
1
1
3
2
0
1
0
4
3
2
4
0
1
2
3
3
2

Class D
2
0
3
2
2
4
2
2
1
2
5
3
3
2
2
3
3
5
3
2
0
-----

Class E
0
3
2
2
4
0
1
2
4
0
2
2
2
3
2
3
1
3
2
1
2
-----

33
114
29%

52
132
39%

39
120
33%

51
114
45%

41
108
38%

Note. Dashes indicate there are no students of that number in the class. 0 indicates student was
absent and did not participate in the assessment.
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the percentages of correct answers were formulated for each assessment for every class. It
is interesting to note that even though Class B did score the most correct answers on the
second post test, Class D, one of the two classes given the vocabulary activities, achieved
the highest percentage of correct answers. Class D labeled 45% of the images correctly on
the final assessment, while Class B accurately identified only 39%. Class E, the other class
given the vocabulary activities, answered 38% of the questions correctly. Classes A and C
labeled 29% and 33% of the answers correct on this second post test.

I was surprised to find that Class B, which was not given the concept wheel, flash cards, or
semantic mapping activity, scored so well on both of the post tests. One interesting thing to
note about their achievement scores is the drop in the percentage of questions labeled
correctly between the first and second post tests. On the first post test, Class B answered
56% of the questions correctly. They only answered 39% accurately on the second post
test, a difference of 17%. None of the other third grade classes experienced such a drastic
decrease in percentage of correct answers. This information suggests that over the five
week time period, these students forgot a large amount of the information introduced
throughout the unit. Disregarding Class B’s assessment scores, Classes D and E, which
spent class time focused on vocabulary activities, did better at retaining art vocabulary
introduced throughout the string printing unit than the remaining third grade classes which
were not given any vocabulary activities.
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This data suggests that the inclusion of the vocabulary strategies into the printmaking unit
did help to increase students’ art vocabulary retention. The classes which participated in
the concept wheel and semantic mapping activities and studied the flash cards labeled a
higher percentage of the images correctly on the final assessment. This data indicates that
these students retained the art vocabulary words better than the students who were not
exposed the vocabulary activities. This information suggests that the inclusion of
vocabulary strategies into art lessons can help increase students’ retention of art vocabulary
words.

Conclusion

The biggest challenge I faced in modifying vocabulary strategies to use in my art lessons
was the time constraint issue. As stated earlier, I meet with each art class either weekly or
biweekly for only 60-80 minutes. I have a different POS to teach for every grade level. It
was challenging to incorporate additional writing or vocabulary activities into art lessons
structured to fit limited class time and still have sufficient time available for our main
focus of art exploration and creation. The inclusion of the concept wheel and semantic
mapping activities into the art lessons of Classes D and E added an additional week to the
string printing unit.

Some of the vocabulary strategies I researched may be considered too time consuming to
warrant inclusion into particular art lessons. One positive aspect of both the concept wheel
and the semantic mapping strategies was that they could be utilized as small or large group
activities. I found it useful that the concept wheel activity, used with Classes D and E,
allowed students to participate in a teacher-led discussion about printmaking, yet student
participation was encouraged by the recording of students’ ideas onto the chalkboard.
These third graders were also given the opportunity to personalize the newly introduced
vocabulary word by choosing three brainstormed words that would help them to recall this
39
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newer term. The concept wheel activity took approximately 10-15 minutes of class time
depending on the depth of the discussion. I felt this vocabulary activity was worth the class
time sacrificed. It was a more interactive way to introduce the lesson and concept of
printmaking. In the other three third grade classes, the concept of printmaking was
introduced by the teacher with minimal student input.

The semantic mapping strategy presented as a closure activity to the unit was also
effective. These third graders appeared to enjoy the opportunity to work in small groups
and discuss what they learned throughout the unit. They were very excited about the
activity and extremely conscientious about correctly performing their assigned jobs. Due to
the categorization factor of this activity, students were asked to recall multiple aspects of
the string printing process. The mapping strategy was a logical closure activity for the unit
because it reviewed the entire process: types of printmaking; materials for a printing plate;
tools necessary for printing; criteria for a printed edition. This vocabulary activity took
approximately 20 minutes of class time. For a sixty minute class, that amounts to one-third
of the allotted class time. I believe its incorporation into the lesson was validated because
the groups of students that participated in this activity scored a higher percentage of correct
answers on the final assessment, improving their vocabulary retention.

Many of the strategies discovered throughout my research can be modified to work in an
art classroom setting. They could be utilized as introduction or closure activities, or more
ideally, as independent activities for students to complete once they have finished an
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assignment. I can foresee a word wall in an art classroom that is created and managed by
students throughout the school year or each grading quarter. The concept of the word wall
would need to be introduced, but students could take ownership of it by adding vocabulary
words, and possibly even corresponding sketches or definitions.

Concept wheels could be given as a closure activity, perhaps for an architecture lesson.
Students would need to recall and list what they learned throughout the lesson, maybe
types of architecture, building materials, or architectural elements. Then the students
would further internalize the vocabulary word by choosing three words from their list that
would help them recall its meaning.

In response to this research I plan on incorporating more vocabulary strategies into my art
lessons. The data suggests that the use of vocabulary strategies does improve my students’
art vocabulary retention. While the inclusion of these strategies may increase the time
needed to complete a particular lesson or unit of study, I feel that time will be well spent if
students are grasping the vocabulary words better. The better students grasp the vocabulary
terms, the less amount time will be needed to reteach concepts and art vocabulary from
year to year.

The use and modification of these vocabulary strategies into art lessons may also help to
better align my curriculum with my school’s goal of creating stronger readers. Many
students use these same vocabulary strategies in their language art, social studies, and
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science curricula. Seeing these strategies employed to help teach art vocabulary will help
to reinforce the importance and necessity of art in schools and possibly weaken the barrier
students and teachers view between different subject areas. Hopefully this direct transfer of
vocabulary strategies into my art curriculum can be viewed as an opportunity for the
knowledge of disciplines to be utilized as a two-way street.
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